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This volume collects the first 3 chapters of the sadomasochistic vampire epic.
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I fist read a piece of this comic in Heavy Metal Magazine in 2006 while at Ft. Rucker, Alabama.
Unfortunately I moved around so didn't get to continue on with it until recently. When I finally got my
hands on the comic I found myself ordering issue after issue. The storyline is beautiful, set in a
different world where I found myself cheering for Requiem who had committed atrocities when he
was alive. The artwork accompanies the storyline and really draws the reader to go back several
times in one comic. I read it through, read it again while deeply examining the art and man the detail
was really amazing. Requiem is a must for the person who wants to read an ORIGINAL storyline
based on Vampires and other folklore creatures that have their own twist by the author. Honestly I'm
jealous that Mills created this but damn I love this story!!!!!! caution these vampires don't sparkle! lol

I'm not an avid comic reader by any means but I got turned onto this series by chance when reading
Heavy Metal at a bookstore. Really love the crazy goth themes, the artwork is amazing. This is one
series I plan on collecting.

Requiem is beautifully illustrated, but the real appeal is the feel of the series. Completely over the
top is the only way to describe it. The "reverse punishment" afterlife is hilarious. It's not a work to be
taken seriously, but is a great piece of really well done "so bad it's good" gore and sex filled piece of

entertainment.

This is hands down one of my favorite things ever. The depth, the character development, the
soul-wrenching pain and horror. Everything about this story is absolutely amazing in my eyes. It's
beautiful, it's intricate and sexy, and it's a very refreshing reminder that the Vampire is a monster.

Great artwork wonderful details, be warned it is a little graphic; but what vampire story isn't? It is
also a nice detour from the "regular" vampire novels.
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